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Growth morphology for a ballistic deposition model for multiple species
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The kinetics and morphology of surface growth are studied for a ballistic deposition model with two kinds
of particles~A and C! in 111 and 211 dimensions. A morphological structural transition is found as the
probability of being a particleC increases. This transition is well defined by the different behavior of the
surface width when it is plotted versus time and probability. The calculated exponentsa andb for different
values of probability show the same behavior. We attribute this transition to the formation of wide vacancies
during the growth while the interface advances.@S1063-651X~98!02008-X#

PACS number~s!: 68.10.Jy, 05.40.1j, 05.70.Ln, 68.35.Ct
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I. INTRODUCTION

The growth of surfaces and interfaces remains a challe
ing problem in physics. It attracts much interest due to
technological importance as well as its relevance in und
standing nonequilibrium statistical mechanics at the fun
mental level @1–3#. The study of the kinetics of crysta
growth helps us understand this phenomenon since it
scribes how the surface evolves with time, while the study
the morphology provides a clear interpretation of the grow
Most of the studies contain rough surfaces and stochastic
growing interfaces in the context of the ballistic depositi
~BD! as well as other models and continuum growth eq
tions @4#.

A different feature of this phenomenon is the existence
dynamic scaling@5#, i.e., if we start att50 from a flat sub-
strate of lengthL, we have

W~L,t !5La f ~ t/Lz!, ~1!

whereW(L,t) is the surface width

W2~L,t !5
1

Ld21 (
r

@h~r ,t !2h~ t !#2. ~2!

Hereh(r ,t) is the height of the surface at positionr and time
t, h(t) is the average height at timet, andd85d21 is the
substrate dimension. The dynamical scaling behavior is c
acterized by the roughness exponenta and the dynamica
exponentb with z5a/b. The scaling functionf (x) behaves
as f (x)5xb for x!1 and f (x)5const forx@1. The scaling
behavior has been studied in various systems and models
has been argued to be universal@1–4#. One of the successfu
theoretical approaches describing the BD model is tha
Kardar, Parisi, and Zhang@6#, which is based on Edward
and Wilkinson’s theory@7#. The Kardar-Parisi-Zhang equa
tion is a nonlinear Langevin equation
PRE 581063-651X/98/58~4!/4461~7!/$15.00
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for the local growth of the profileh(r ,t) of a moving inter-
face about ad8-dimensional flat substrate.

The BD model represents an example of well stud
growth models. Here particles rain down vertically onto
d8-dimensional substrate and aggregate upon first con
@8#. Such a model gives rise to a rather interesting structu
The surface is a self-affine fractal, although the bulk is co
pact @3#. Most previous studies have dealt with the surfa
growth of one kind of particle@1–4#. Generally, in the
growth of real materials one should take into considerat
that different kinds of particles are deposited. Thus, in
growing system, there may exist different interactions
different particles, which in turn yield a different kinetics o
growth associated with a change in the morphological str
ture of the aggregate. Pelligrini and Jullien~PJ! @9,10# de-
scribed a surface growth according to a model with two k
of particles, sticky and sliding, where both are active. T
model interpolates between a diffusive model that incor
rates surface diffusion and the usual ballistic deposit
model. They used a parameterc to control the process o
diffusion on the surface. Whenc50 their model is similar to
that of Family@11#, i.e., a model with surface reconstructio
while whenc51 it is equivalent to the plain ballistic mode

In our work we describe the kinetic growth in 111 and
211 dimensions as well as the morphological structure
order to interpret the results that have been obtained from
kinetics for two kinds of particles that are active and ina
tive. We hold the growth rules of the ballistic model fo
different condition and in all cases@12–14#. So we do not
introduce any kind of surface diffusion for the inactive pa
ticles or any reconstructuring processes on the surface.
11 dimensions, which simulates the real surface growth,
extend the interaction between particles from neare
4461 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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neighbor~NN! to next-nearest-neighbor~NNN! interactions
in order to see this effect on kinetics. We use the probab
P as a continuously tunable parameter to control the syst
We find that there is a transition for both dimensions: Abo
a critical probability Pc the growth kinetics has differen
features from belowPc and it is attributed to the change i
the morphological structure of the system.

The arrangement of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II
ballistic deposition model for two species is described. T
kinetics of growth and the morphological structure are p
sented in Secs. III and IV, respectively. Finally, a conclus
is given in Sec. V.

II. A BALLISTIC DEPOSITION MODEL
FOR TWO SPECIES

Two different kinds of interacting particles, particleA
~the active particle! and particleC ~the inactive one! with
probabilities 12P and P, respectively, are deposited on
substrate of sizeLd8. The particles are allowed to fall ran
domly straight down, one at a time, onto a growing interfa
At first, a column is selected at random and then particleA
~or particleC! is deposited on the surface of the aggreg
with a probability 12P ~or P!. The clusters of the aggregat
separated by empty spaces are shown in Fig. 1. The w
rectangles represent the aggregated particles of typeA and
dark rectangles represent those of typeC. The incoming par-
ticles are denoted by circles, which mean both types of p
ticles A and C. The path of the fallen particle is shown b
the arrows. The deposition occurs according to the follow
processes.~a! If the dropping particle meets particleA on the
top of the selected column, higher than its neighbors,
incoming particle sticks to it~fallen particle 5 in Fig. 1!. ~b!
If the selected column is lower than any one of its neighbo
the incoming particle sticks on the side of any one of
neighboring columns when it finds particleA regardless of
the type of particle on the top of this chosen column~fallen
particles 2, 3, and 6 in Fig. 1!. ~c! If the chosen column is
lower than its neighbors that have only particlesC along
them, the fallen particle continues downward and it sticks
the top of the chosen site if and only if it contains a parti
A; otherwise it is discarded~fallen particle 4 in Fig. 1!. ~d!
When the newly arriving particle~A or C! meets particleC
on the top of the chosen site the particle does not stick
this process is excluded, except when the neighboring
umn contains particleA one step above the top of the chos
column ~fallen particle 3 in Fig. 1!.

It might be considered at first sight that our model
similar to the one proposed by PJ@9,10#; however, they are
completely different. In their work the authors describe

FIG. 1. Ballisticlike deposition model of two kinds of particle
The white rectangles represent particlesA and the dark rectangle
denote particlesC. The circles refer to incoming particles~A or C!.
The arrows indicate the path of the particles where it sticks.
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surface growth according to a model with two kind of pa
ticles, sticky and sliding, where both are active. This mo
interpolates between a diffusive model that incorporates
face diffusion and the usual ballistic deposition model. Th
used a parameterc to control the process of diffusion on th
surface. Whenc50 their model is similar to that of Family
@11#, while whenc51 it is equivalent to the plain ballistic
model. We do not expect that introducing the parameterP in
our model will reproduce the same effect as in that of
since we do not include surface diffusion for the inacti
particles.

We have chosen the model since it describes chem
reactions that take place on the growing surface of mater
For instance, it models the reaction processA1B5C, where
particle A and particleB are active. Once particleA is
touched by particleB, the combination produces a produ
C, which is no longer active. ParticleA is chosen with a
probability 12P and particleB with P. That is, the reactan
C is produced with the probabilityP whenP is small. Thus,
in this system, some of the surface sites continue to re
while some sites do not. It also represents the surface gro
of a material with a low concentration of impurities. The
impurities are represented by particleC, which has less ac-
tive bonds than particleA. Further, it describes the depos
tion of two kinds of particles~one heavy and one light! with
different attractive forces. Finally, the surface growth pr
cesses of the particles on the aggregation might be con
ered as a kind of percolation of the particles@15#. The depo-
sition of particlesA introduces connective bonds for th
incoming particlesA andC, while the deposited particleC
forbids both particlesA and C to stick to it. The surface
keeps growing as long as the surface sites are not ent
covered by the inactive particleC.

III. GROWTH KINETICS

To perform simulations for this model, a lattice of siz
Ld8 is considered. The aggregation occurs in theZ direction.
At the beginning all sites are occupied by particlesA for Z
<0. Periodic boundary conditions are used in theX direction
in 111 dimensions and in both theX and Y directions in
211 dimensions. The statistical average is obtained o
500 independent simulations for each parameter. We
that in 111 dimensions for the system sizeL,100, the
surface width is size dependent@12#, while in 211 dimen-
sions only the system with NN interactions has this feat
for L,70 @13,14#. Thus, in this work we always use a sy
tem large enough so that the results will not depend on s

Figure 2 shows a log-log plot of the surface widthW as a
function of time t ~the number of deposited particles! for
different values of the deposition probabilityP and fixed
system size. It is seen from this figure that the width of t
surface first increases fast and finally saturates to a fi
value after experiencing a slowing down. ForP50, in all
cases, the curve represents the usual BD model for only
kind of particle@12–14#. For small values ofPÞ0, the sur-
face width becomes smaller as the probability increases
the saturation state is reached early. However, forP.0.25 in
111 dimensions andP.0.5 in 211 dimensions, the sur
face width increases as the time increases and the sy
saturates faster. In 111 dimensions it is not possible to ex
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FIG. 2. Log2 W(t) versus log2 t in ~a! 111 dimensions,~b! 211 dimensions with NN interactions, and~c! 211 dimensions with NNN
interactions.
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amine the system with high values ofP due to the disappear
ance of bonds between particles afterP50.32, while in 2
11 dimensions we are able to reach the valuesP50.64 and
0.7 for systems with NN and NNN interactions, respective
Figure 3 shows a plot of the logarithm of the saturation wid
W(t5`) versus the probabilityP. It is shown that in each
case the value ofW(t5`) first decreases asP increases and
then it increases. The minimal point is found to be arou
P50.25 in 111 dimensions andP50.5 in 211 dimen-
sions. Figures 4~a! and 4~b! show plots of probability versus
the exponentsa andb, respectively. The values of both ex
ponents forP50 give the same values in all cases for t
usual ballistic deposition model@1,2,4,14#. It is shown in the
figure that the exponentsa and b do not change untilP
50.25 and 0.5 for 111 and 211 dimensions, respectively
.
h

d

e

After these values of probability the exponenta increases for
111 and 211 dimensions with NNN interactions, while
decreases for the case with NN interactions. The exponeb
increases for both cases afterP exceeds 0.25 and 0.5 for
11 and 211 dimensions, respectively. It should be not
that both exponents becomesP dependent asP increases
over the above-mentioned values.

Therefore, the different behaviors of the surface wid
and the exponents for different values ofP led us to define a
critical probability Pc50.25 and 0.5 for 111 and 211 di-
mensions, respectively. The presence of this critical va
indicates that a change in the morphological structure m
happen when the value ofP exceedsPc . The rapid increase
in the surface width afterPc may indicate that more void
are formed when the interface moves, which increases
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nonlinear term (¹h)2, since in the ballistic model the inter
face velocity depends on this term@4#. Furthermore, the val-
ues of the exponenta indicate that the surface becom
smoother for the model with NN interaction whenP in-
creases and rougher for the other two cases. In addition

FIG. 3. log2 W(t5`) versus the probability for different system
sizes~the solid line joining the calculated points is drawn for co
venience! in ~a! 111 dimensions,~b! 211 dimensions with NN
interactions, and~c! 211 dimensions with NNN interactions.
he

increase of the values of the exponentb after Pc in all cases
implies high fluctuations in height@12–14#, indicating a
change in morphology. To make this argument more cl
we need to study the density of the bulk, which will be do
in the next section.

IV. MORPHOLOGICAL STRUCTURE

We conjectured in the preceding section that the kine
of growth gives us an indication that as the probability
deposition of particlesC increases, there exist two differen
morphological regimes separated byPc . In order to interpret
such features, the densityr, wherer5N/^h&Ld8 andN is the
number of columns, of the whole aggregate is calculated
each value ofP in all cases. Figure 5 shows the densities
particlesA andC as well as the total number of particles
a function of the probabilityP. We notice that the density o
particlesC increases and then decreases, while for particlA
it decreases always, although faster after a certainP. This
makes the whole density behave as the latter~particlesA!,
indicating the formation of voids. AfterPc , the number of
voids formed increases due to the presence of more part
C, which introduce inert sites. Therefore, the presence
particlesC enhances overhanging rather than downward

FIG. 4. Plot of the probabilityP versus~a! exponenta and ~b!
exponentb.
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fusion as might be expected from the introduction of t
model. Figures 6–8 show a cross-sectional view of the fi
part of the aggregates for 111 and 211 dimensions with
NN and NNN interactions, respectively, for different pro
abilities. It is seen in these figures that the density of the b

FIG. 5. Density of particlesr against the probabilityP in ~a!
111 dimensions,~b! 211 dimensions with NN interactions, an
~c! 211 dimensions with NNN interactions.
al

lk

decreases when the value ofP increases due to the formatio
of voids while the interface advances. Also, it is indicated
these figures that the connectivity of the particles is l
abovePc .

Microscopically, the formation of such a different mo
phological structure in all cases can be understood as
lows. ForP,Pc the deposition of particles of typeA occurs
more frequently than that of particles of typeC. Since the
bond strength between particlesA is large, they are con-
nected together forming big clusters separated by very sm
islands of particlesC. This may lead to a rapid growth of th
columns that contain particlesA on their tops or along their
neighbors that have more particles of typeA through the
sideways sticking and a slow growth of columns that cont

FIG. 6. Cross-sectional view of the final stage of the aggrega
in 111 dimensions for two different values of probabilities.
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particles C on their tops or along their neighbors. ForP
.Pc there will be more particlesC thanA on the tops of the
columns and on the neighbors. The incoming particle can
move downward to encounter a particleA unless the neigh-
bors of the chosen site are covered by particlesC. This must
happen for all layers through which the incoming partic
descends. Such a case has a small chance as it is most
able that the incoming particle meets particleA in the second
layer if it has not done so on the first. This may cause m
overhanging processes, which enhances the lateral sprea
of the surface@16#. This mechanism leads to an increase
the lateral correlation length, reaching the value ofL faster;

FIG. 7. Cross-sectional view of the final stage of the aggreg
in 211 dimensions with NN interactions for two different values
probabilities.
ot

rob-

e
ing

hence the system saturates earlier in time. In fact, the ef
of more overhangs is responsible for the increase of the
terface velocity afterPc since it leads to the formation o
voids under the surface, which in turn increases the surf
gradient. Therefore, the particles stick to the surface perp
dicularly to the local gradient, increasing the nonlinearity
the growing surface. However, in the case of NNN intera
tions, where the increase in the surface width afterPc is less
than that of the NN case, there may exist a smaller incre
in the surface gradient due to the extension of bond leng
Then the formation of voids throughout the bulk is less in t
NNN case than in the NN case@compare Figs. 7~b! and 8~b!,
noting that the first is forP50.64 and the second forP
50.7#. In fact, when the interaction is extended to the NN

s

FIG. 8. Cross-sectional view of the final stage of the aggrega
in 211 dimensions with NNN interactions for two different value
of probabilities.
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sites, the chance for lateral sticking is increased since
probability of occupation of neighboring sites by particlesA
increases~note that the number of neighbors is 8!. This in
turn causes smaller formation of voids for small values oP
and leads to an approximate constant density@see Fig. 5~c!#.
This effect on the surface width and the interface veloc
can be seen in Figs. 2 and 3 and while the kinetics of b
cases of NN and NNN interactions have the same trend,
surface width goes to higher values in the case of NN t
that of the case of NNN interactions.

V. CONCLUSION

In our simulations we have studied the kinetics and m
phology of surface growth for different probabilities. W
found that upon increasing the probabilityP, more over-
hangs occur and wide vacancies~defects! in the bulk are
formed. This may enhance the nonlinearity in the grow
along these defect lines. Therefore, these wide vacancie
responsible for the different growth kinetics above and
low Pc .

In conclusion, we have proposed a ballistic surfa
growth model for deposition of two kinds of particles in
e

e

y
th
he
n

-

h
are
-

e

11 and 211 dimensions with NN and NNN interactions. A
phase transition of the morphological structures has b
found as the probabilityP increases. The physical origin o
the transition lies in the tendency of particlesC to aggregate
together to form inert clusters and the different interact
processes between different particles. Also the presenc
particlesC increases the formation of voids, inducing a fa
growth rate to earlier saturation of the surface width. Furth
more, the tendency of particlesC ~inert particles! to form
clusters on the surface leads to a nonlocality in the gro
where the flux of the particles is captured by some sites. T
enhances the formation of wide and deep grooves on
surface due to the growth of some sites more than oth
This effect is indicated by the higher values of the expon
b in all cases afterPc .
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